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Magnetization reversal of individual Fe nanowires in alumites studied
by magnetic force microscopy
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We have studied the magnetization reversal of two-dimensional~2D! arrays of parallel
ferromagnetic Fe nanowires in nanoporous alumina templates. Combining bulk magnetization
measurements using a superconducting quantum interference device with field-dependent magnetic
force microscopy~MFM!, we decomposed the macroscopic hysteresis loop in terms of irreversible
magnetic responses of individual nanowires. The field-dependent MFM provides a microscopic
method by which to obtain the hysteresis curve by registering the fraction of upward and downward
magnetized wires for each field. The nanowire system proves to be an excellent example of
the 2D classical Preisach model, well-known from the field of hysteresis modeling and
micromagnetism. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1557397#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Periodic arrays of ferromagnetic nanoparticles or nano
ires are currently attracting great interest due to their po
tial for numerous applications, as well as for providing
model system for the study of magnetic interactions a
switching behavior. A procedure to fabricate arrays of me
lic nanowires is to use as templates nanoporous mater
such as track-etched polymer membranes and anodized
minum films, and fill the pores with metal by electrodepo
tion. A particular advantage of the alumina templates is t
the nanopores are parallel, with the long axis perpendic
to the film surface, and have aspect ratios that can be as
as 103. Recent work has addressed optimizing structu
properties such as homogeneity of the pore size, pore
tance, pore filling, and regularity of the superlattice.1

Our group has previously prepared Fe, Co, and Ni a
mites and studied their magnetic properties.2 The pore diam-
etersDp varied from 50 down to 6 nm, i.e., the same leng
scale and even smaller than the values of the domain
widthslw . From the size dependence of the low temperat
coercive fieldBc , clear deviation from the curling mode pre
diction was found forDp,Aplw , in good agreement with
theoretical predictions3 for nonuniform magnetization rever
sal by solitonic excitations near the ends of the wires.

The aim of the present work is to further investigate t
reversal mechanism of these ferromagnetic nanowires,
role of the interwire dipolar interactions, and the way
which the responses of the individual wires combine a
give the macroscopic hysteresis loop of the array. To ach
this, we have combined standard bulk magnetization m
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surements@using superconducting quantum interference
vice ~SQUID! magnetometry# with microscopic techniques
such as atomic force microscopy~AFM! and field-dependen
magnetic force microscopy~MFM!.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Fe-filled alumite membranes were prepared and cha
terized by the method described in Ref. 2. The morpholo
and size of the pores were determined by scanning elec
microscopy ~SEM! and transmission electron microscop
~TEM!, and by AFM. The pores proved to be uniform in siz
well separated and formed a regular hexagonal structure.
this work, we chose samples withDp550 nm, where the
hexagonal order is known to extend over large distances.
smaller sizes the thermal relaxation effects beco
important.2 The AFM/MFM measurements were performe
on the bottom face of the wire array after removal of the
layer and the barrier layer. We only present data obtained
two representative samples~labeled Fe-1 and Fe-2!, although
similar results were obtained for other samples with differ
filling fractions and/or aspect ratios of the wires. Cros
sectional side-view TEM images show that each alum
membrane is divided into regions of pores completely fill
from top to bottom, separated by regions of complet
empty pores.

The magnetization was measured with a commer
SQUID magnetometer with the magnetic field parallel to t
wires. A commercial NanoScope III~Digital Instruments!
scanning probe microscope was used for the AFM/MF
measurements. Magnetic tips premagnetized to satura
with radii of 40–60 nm and high coercivity (Bc>0.5 T),
were used. The MFM images were recorded in dynam
mode at a scan height of about 30–50 nm. In order to p
form MFM experiments in an external magnetic field,
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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homemade coil~similar to that described in Ref. 4! was
mounted onto the scanner. The coil generated field pulse
to 0.5 T, parallel to the wires and constant~less than 5%
error! over 6 mm along this direction. Before each scan
short pulse~rise time 160ms! corresponding to the targe
field value was first applied, with the magnetic tip retract
After a few seconds, the magnetic tip was engaged and
AFM/MFM images were recorded.

Figure 1 shows the room temperature hysteresis loop
sample Fe-1~solid curve! measured by SQUID magnetom
etry ~field parallel to the wires!. Note the high ratio of rema
nence to saturation~i.e., squareness! Mr /Ms.0.97. More-
over, we found thatMr /Ms at room temperature does n
deviate much from its value at 5 K, which shows that even
300 K all wires remain in the initial state after the saturati
magnetic field is removed. Since we wish to compare
macroscopic SQUID measurements with the results obta
with pulsed fields from the MFM images, we also measu
the hysteresis loop of the remanent magnetizationMr(B)
with the SQUID and obtained aMr(B) curve very close to
the magnetization loop measured in the usual way, wh
confirms that the magnetization changes mainly via irreve
ible processes.

By comparing the AFM/MFM images it could clearly b
seen that the topography and the magnetic contrast are
separated. As the external field was varied, we saw
change in the topographic images only in the magnetic o
We therefore restrict the discussion to the magnetic ima
Figure 2 shows a series of images of the same region
33.5 mm2) for different amplitudes of pulsed magnet
field. We first applied a pulsed field of 0.23 T parallel to t
tip magnetization. Since this field exceeds the satura
field, the magnetic moments of all wires are aligned a
appear with the same~bright! contrast in Fig. 2~a!. The
darker regions are associated with the empty pores. Ne
hysteresis-type cycle was performed with the pulsed fie
following the same procedure as that for the SQUID m
surement ofMr(B). The MFM images taken in this sam
region do not show any noticeable change until a nega
field of about20.08 T is applied@Fig. 2~b!#, at which some

FIG. 1. Hysteresis loop of sample Fe-1 measured by SQUID magnetom
~solid line!. The data points were obtained from the MFM imag
~cf. Fig. 2!.
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of the bright spots are seen to turn dark, indicating the rev
sal of magnetization for some of the wires. Further increa
in the magnetic field cause the number of reversed wire
grow and in Fig. 2~c! one can observe that near the avera
coercive field (Bc50.15 T) the number of reversed, and no
yet-reversed, wires has become roughly equal; thus the a
age magnetization on this microscopic scale is approxima
zero, just as for the macroscopic curve. Finally, whenB5
20.23 T all wires are reversed@Fig. 2~d!#. This last image is
the inverse of the first@Fig. 2~a!#, and the empty regions now
appear brightest. Images taken when performing the cy
from B520.23 to10.23 T show the same changes in co
trast but with opposite sign.

These results confirm that MFM images provide a me
by which to construct the macroscopic magnetization cu
by simply counting the number of wires with ‘‘upward’’ an
‘‘downward’’ directions for each field applied. Similar con
clusions were recently reached by other groups.5–7 The data
obtained by this ‘‘microscopic technique’’ are compared
the SQUID hysteresis loop in Fig. 1 and show very go
agreement in shape, symmetry, and the values of coer
and saturation fields. We can conclude that the macrosc
hysteresis loop is actually composed of contributions by
reversibly switching individual nanowires. For high-aspe
ratio wires such as ours, this result is certainly nontriv
since the AFM/MFM is only sensitive to the ends of th
wires, whereas the SQUID measures the volume magne
tion. Thus, the apparent agreement between the two mea
ments proves that the Fe nanowires are indeedmonodomain
ferromagnetic needles.

In principle the observed distribution of the individu
switching fieldsBc , which causes rounding of the macro
scopic hysteresis loop, can be related either to difference
morphology of the wires or to interwire dipolar interaction
However the TEM images for our samples show a regu
structure, with very long straight wires and only a small d
tribution of diameters and length. Therefore, the domin

try

FIG. 2. Succession of MFM images of the same area (3.533.5 mm2) of
sample Fe-1 seen in Fig. 1, for field values of~a! B50.23 T, and in the
opposite direction and ofB5(b) 20.08, ~c! 20.16, and~d! 20.23 T.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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source of the broadening is most probably a distribution
the dipolar field caused by dipole–dipole interaction betwe
the wires. In view of the inhomogeneous filling of the por
in the templates, a large spatial variation in the dipolar fi
felt by the wires is indeed to be expected. The effects of
interwire dipolar interactions were studied by measuring
switching behavior of single wire, in different regions of th
samples, from which it became quite clear that the hyster
loops of individual wires are highly asymmetric~displaced
along the applied field axis with respect to the origin! with
large variation in displacement and large variation in the
gree of asymmetry. From these experiments we conclude
interwire dipolar interactions can reach values as high
0.15 T when expressed in terms of an effective field. T
value can be compared with the dipolar coupling estima
following the model in Ref. 8. We calculated the differen
in switching field for an isolated element and an elem
immersed in an array of successive shells of parallel ne
bors in a hexagonal array. Including contributions from t
first 20 neighboring shells the model yields a value forDBs

of about 0.13 T. The dipolar couplingbetweenfilled regions
is found to be quite small (.1 mT), so they can safely b
neglected. It is also clear from the model that a wire at
periphery of a filled region will experience a dipolar fie
quite different from one in the center.

We end by noting that the nanowire system turns ou
be an excellent example of the well-known classical Preis
model for hysteresis.9,10 In this model, the statistics of th
hysteresis loops of individual single-domain particles de
mines the shape of the macroscopic major and minor loo

FIG. 3. SQUID data for sample Fe-2, illustrating the properties of wip
out ~loops A, B, C, and F! and congruency~loops C, D, and E!.
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According to Mayergoyz11 the ‘‘congruency’’ and the ‘‘wip-
ing out’’ properties of the minor loops are necessary a
sufficient conditions for a hysteretic system to be describ
by a classical Preisach model. In order to check this, app
priate sets of magnetization data were measured for sam
Fe-2 with the SQUID. In Fig. 3 the minor loops starting at
B, C, and F close at their initial value of magnetization. Th
means that the variations in field have erased~wiped out!
past history, i.e., the system has a wiping out property. A
in Fig. 3 minor loops C, D, and E with the same limitin
field of 60.12 T are shown. All these minor loops have t
same shape and the same enclosed area, i.e., they are
metrically congruent and the system exhibits the property
congruency. We conclude that, even for highly diluted~low
filling fraction! two-dimensional arrays such as those stud
here, the requirements for the Preisach model are appare
met. Perhaps surprising at first is the intrinsic distribution
the interaction that arises from incomplete filling does n
render the model invalid.
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